
  

  

  
  

  

Jefferson   County   Health   Alliance   
Collaborative   Funding   Action   Team   
February   17,   2021   2:00-3:15pm   
Zoom     

MEETING   
AGENDA   

Meeting   Objectives:   
● Clarify   direction   for   the   purpose   of   this   group   

  
Why   We   are   Here:     

● Collaborative   funding   is   a   core   element   of   collaboration   
● Changing   the   paradigm   from   doing   work   separately   to   intentionally   collaborating   
● Interest   in   learning   more   about   different   types   of   collaborations   and   how   funding   can   be   

supportive   
● In   funding   applications,   collaboration   needs   to   be   defined   both   with   roles   and   budget   

Attendees:    Noah   Atencio,   Community   First   Foundation;   Mary   Margaret   Fouse-Bishop,   Jefferson   
County   Public   Health;   Hilda   Gerhke,   Connectando   Network   and   Entrepreneur;   Facilitator:   Rachel   B.   
Cohen,   Aging-Dynamics   

Time   Activity   Leadership   

2:00-2:15   Welcome   
● Introductions:   Name   
● Warm   Up:    One   word   to   describe   how   are   you   today   
● Announcements:   

○ Steering   Committee   membership:   Hilda   
○ March   8th   
○ Results   Based   Accountability   Training   and   

Implementation   Support   
Clients/JCPH/Health   Alliance   

● Meeting   Evaluations   
Framing   the   work     

What   are   the   barriers   to   collaborative   funding?     
What   actions   can   we   take   to   alleviate   those   
barriers?     
Jamboard   

Rachel     

2:15   -   3:00     Refocusing   on   the   core   challenges   to   collaborative   funding:     
Last   month   we   started   down   2   paths...one   focused   on   changing   
the   funding   process   and   the   other   on   providing   training   to   be   
able   to   function   within   the   existing   system.     
  

Two   Paths:     
1. Supporting   foundations   and   others   providing   funds   to   

become   more   accessible,   open   and   inclusive   
2. Provide   resources   to   the   community   to   access   those   

funds   
  

What   can   we   control   or   influence?   Is   it   either   of   these   things   
above?     
Barriers   for   collaborations   seems   to   be   the   deeper   issues   of   
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https://forms.office.com/Pages/ResponsePage.aspx?id=h-zoe8maak6RQd75YxxD6jtxurJYSWNIpVHZCMuIJgNUNTFPUVJBUzg1VE01Q1gyRElOMk85T1RUTC4u
https://jamboard.google.com/d/1kQ0AmqSjIqiKHgqmOrVBJRxIhkTJMf9sX5MM5zeAzrY/viewer?f=3


  

  

collaboration...the   systems,   the   integration   of   work     
Theory:   if   before   get   to   funders,   a   group   figures   out   how   they   
are   going   to   work   together;   resource   use   across   organizations   
  

Issues:     
How   do   you   collaborate?     
What   does   true   community   engagement   look   like?     
How   does   the   funding   system   need   to   change?     
  

Are   the   barriers   to   funding   the   same   for   individuals   and   
collaboratives?   If   yes,   what   are   barriers   specific   to   
collaboratives?     
  

How   can   those   barriers   be   removed?     
Short   term   actions   
Long   Term   actions   
  

Possible   Actions:     
1. Discussion   paper   with   recommendations   of   barriers   and   

how   to   remove   them     
2. Develop   a   pilot   funding   opportunity   to   demonstrate   a   

different   way   of   accessing   funding   
3. Create   institute   and   take   people   and   orgs   who   want   to   

collaborate   with   a   possibility   of   dollars   to   pilot...cohort   
based...principles   of   effective   collaborations...Purpose   
of   collaboration,   MOUs,   coaching   needs,     

4. Guidebook   or   process   for   people   to   get   familiar   with   
collaboration;   coaching   to   help   implement;   relationship   
building;   inclusive   and   equitable   space;   language   
justice;   information   is   visual   and   written   and   accessible   

5. Could   map   out   by   SDOH,   group   grantees   and   invite   to   a   
learning   session   about   each   other;   and   then   do   a   
community   Zoom   call   to   listen   to   what   they   learned   
about   each   other….could   have   a   community   decision   
making   for   how   $$   is   distributed...Institute   could   follow   
up   with   that   with   a   newly   emerged   collaboration   

a. Create   relationships   
b. Facilitators   
c. Diverse   NP   

6. Could   we   bring   a   draft   of   this   idea   to   the   group   on   
3/8/21   to   get   feedback…   

7. Standing   Meeting   at   this   day/time   monthly   
  

  
  

  
  

  

3:00   -   3:15   Where   do   we   go   from   here?   What   action   steps   can   we   
take?   Do   we   need   to   connect   with   the   other   action   teams?    

  
Action   Steps:    Noah   to   draft   a   description   of   our   
concept   and   Rachel   to   send   out   a   standing   meeting   
invite   for   the   same   day/time.     
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